Abstract-Emotion is central to communication; it colors our interpretation of events and social interactions. Emotion expression is generally multimodal, modulating our facial movement, vocal behavior, and body gestures. The method through which this multimodal information is integrated and perceived is not well understood. This knowledge has implications for the design of multimodal classification algorithms, affective interfaces, and even mental health assessment. We present a novel data set designed to support research into the emotion perception process, the University of Michigan Emotional McGurk Effect Data set (UMEME). UMEME has a critical feature that differentiates it from currently existing data sets; it contains not only emotionally congruent stimuli (emotionally matched faces and voices), but also emotionally incongruent stimuli (emotionally mismatched faces and voices). The inclusion of emotionally complex and dynamic stimuli provides an opportunity to study how individuals make assessments of emotion content in the presence of emotional incongruence, or emotional noise. We describe the collection, annotation, and statistical properties of the data and present evidence illustrating how audio and video interact to result in specific types of emotion perception. The results demonstrate that there exist consistent patterns underlying emotion evaluation, even given incongruence, positioning UMEME as an important new tool for understanding emotion perception.
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INTRODUCTION
E MOTION perception is fundamental to human communication. It underlies social communication [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , affects how we interpret our environment, and shapes how we understand the opinions and sentiments of others [5] , [6] . A clear understanding of the emotion perception process has important implications for engineering including design principles for interactive agents and insights into multimodal classification algorithms. Further, this knowledge will provide insight into how typical, and by extension, atypical, emotion perception patterns can be quantified and compared, which will have impact in the assessment of mental health [7] , [8] .
However, emotion perception is challenging to unobtrusively interpret. The audio and video cues that accompany any given emotion state are partially redundant [9] . This redundancy renders it difficult to tease apart the individual effects of each modality. We address this through the design of novel stimuli that highlight the contribution of each modality, the University of Michigan Emotional McGurk Effect (UMEME) Data set. UMEME contains stimuli with and without audio-visual emotional mismatch (e.g., an angry voice and a happy face) expressed dynamically over single sentences. We demonstrate that the UMEME stimuli can be used to understand how emotion is perceived and to understand how emotional mismatch can uncover the relationship between audio and video information in emotion perception.
Multimodal mismatch offers a structured approach to investigate the impact of individual modalities on emotion perception. This methodology is generally motivated by the McGurk Effect paradigm [10] , an audio-visual perceptual phenomenon in which the vocal and facial channels convey two separate phonemes, yet evaluators report a third distinct sound. The classic example is the acoustic realization of "ba" and the lip movement (viseme) associated with the speech sound "ga." Together, the perception is the speech sound, "da" [9] . Listeners experience this effect even when aware of this mismatch, suggesting early audio-visual integration.
The emotion community has been motivated by this paradigm to investigate how emotion content is integrated. The stimuli have included matched and mismatched information from the facial and vocal channels [9] , facial channel and context [11] , and facial and body postural/ positional information [12] . These stimuli are usually evaluated with either discrete emotion labels (e.g., happy or angry) [9] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] or dimensional evaluation (e.g., valence, activation, and dominance) [11] , [18] . This effect has also been studied using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [11] and electroencephalogram (EEG) studies [12] . However, these studies have been primarily conducted using a combination of human audio and still images [9] , [13] , [15] , [16] , which makes it difficult to understand how humans integrate temporal information from multiple sources.
At issue is the creation of dynamic stimuli. In order to understand natural emotion perception patterns, the audio and video information should be synchronized. However, the two sources of information are often produced across separate recordings. This challenge was first addressed by Fagel in 2006 using single-word stimuli [17] . Our previous work further increased the duration of these stimuli using animated facial information, which allows for easy construction of time-synchronized dynamic stimuli [18] , [19] . More recently, we demonstrated that dynamic sentencelevel audio-visual stimuli could be created using human audio and video information from a single actress [20] . The perceptual patterns associated with the stimuli provided insight into how acoustic cues ("audio") and visual displays ("video") are integrated during the perception of an actress's displays. However, there are open questions relating to the extension of these results beyond a single actress to emotion expressions across individuals. In this paper, we present the first data set that includes dynamic, sentencelevel, human audio-visual stimuli with emotionally mismatched content over multiple subjects.
The UMEME data set is derived from a series of dyadic improvisations. In each improvisation, one of the actors was required to speak a specific target sentence. Each sentence was embedded into four emotional scenarios: anger, happiness, neutrality, and sadness. These audio-visual recordings form our "original" stimuli. We manipulate these stimuli to create a new set of stimuli with mismatched emotion content. This paradigm allows us to obtain the fixed lexical content needed to synthesize emotionally mismatched utterances while allowing for enhanced naturalness compared to read speech collection paradigms [21] . We evaluate the emotion content using Amazon Mechanical Turk [22] , used in our previous work [20] , and model the resulting perceptual patterns.
The results demonstrate that the perception of the emotionally mismatched stimuli is different from that of emotionally matched stimuli. The mismatch introduces higher variance in the evaluations. However, there are consistent patterns in the evaluations; the dimensional perception of emotionally mismatched audio-visual stimuli can be estimated based on the dimensional perception of their unimodal components. The result is that the evaluations can be used to understand the biasing effect of audio and video information, providing insight into the effect of individual channels on categorical and dimensional perception. UMEME is a novel data set that has the potential to increase our understanding of the relationship between audio and video information and their effect on human emotion perception.
RELATED WORK
The modeling of emotion expression and perception is an important and interesting computational problem. Human emotion is composed of incredibly rich and complex signals in which the producer's and perceiver's intentions, perceptions, and expression patterns factor into the perceived content of the spoken message. This coupled perceptionproduction process increases the complexity of the frameworks needed to correctly model and capture the behavior of the underlying signal. Furthermore, emotion expression is inherently multimodal, affecting the producer's vocal, facial, body-position, and gestural patterns. Decoding human communication cues is a multi-level, multimodal mapping problem.
There are two psychologically grounded methods for the quantification of emotion. The dimensional view of emotion posits that emotion can be described as points existing on a continuum, captured by axes with specific semantic meanings. Different axes have been used in countless works, most often taking on the labels valence (positive versus negative), activation/arousal (calm versus excited) and dominance (passive versus aggressive) [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] . The categorical (or discrete) view of emotion is based on the assumption that there exists a set of emotions that can be considered "basic." A basic emotion is defined as an emotion that is differentiable from all other emotions. Ekman elucidates the properties of emotions that allow for the differentiation between the basic emotions [29] . The set of basic emotions can be thought of as a subset of the space of human emotion, forming a "basis" for the emotional space. More complex, or secondary, emotions can be created by blending combinations of the basic emotions. For example, the secondary emotion of jealousy can be thought of as the combination of the basic emotions of anger and sadness [30] .
Multimodal Perception
There has been much interest in exploring multimodal emotion perception, specifically audio-visual perception [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] . Calvert et al. demonstrated that during perceptual tasks individuals integrate multimodal information to reduce perceptual ambiguity and increase the identification of stimuli [31] .
Swerts et al. investigated how the emotional displays produced by blind and sighted people were perceived by an evaluator population [37] . Their results demonstrated that the emotions of sighted individuals were recognized more accurately given audio-visual or video-only information. However, the emotions of blind individuals were recognized more accurately in the audio-only condition. The results suggest both the inherent multimodality of emotion expression and the differing roles that the modalities play in conveying emotion. Audio-visual analyses have also been applied to understanding perception in populations with known perceptual deficits. Williams et al. demonstrated that children with autism relied on multimodal information in speech processing tasks [38] . Smith and Bennetto demonstrated that individuals with autism were less accurate at speech processing than their typically developing peers, potentially due to deficits in audio-visual integration [39] .
Emotion Perception Via the McGurk Effect
The McGurk presentation paradigm is a popular method of investigating how individuals integrate audio-visual information during perception. Collignon at al. investigated audio-visual integration patterns using dynamic stimuli composed of emotionally mismatched facial and vocal behavior (non-linguistic utterances) under varying audiovisual noise conditions [40] . They found that given incongruence, the visual modality biased perception. Further, they found that when Gaussian white noise is added to the three color channels, thus rendering the video channel less reliable, the evaluations are biased by audio information. However, the relationship between the modalities is not well-understood given linguistic utterances. In our preliminary work, we developed a new set of emotional McGurk Effect stimuli [20] . These stimuli are sentence-length and include dynamic facial and vocal information. We found evidence supporting the link between strength of modality and perceptual effect as a function of evaluation task [20] . There have also been studies investigating the effect of incongruence across the lexical and vocal information [41] , [42] .
This effect has also been studied using still images mismatched with human audio. de Gelder combined these still images with single spoken words and demonstrated the effect of multimodal information on perception given mismatch, even when individuals were asked not to attune to a certain modality [43] , also demonstrated in [40] , [44] . Hietanen et al. demonstrated that this effect could be mitigated given the addition of a delay; the channels no longer interacted in the emotion evaluation and the evaluators based their decisions on the vocal signal only [44] . Interactions between emotional channels have also been studied using emotional faces paired with contextual movies [45] and mismatched facial and postural stimuli [46] . Cassell et al. explored the link between speech and gesture using a narrative accompanied by gestures that were either matched or mismatched to the speech content [47] . They found that gesture mismatch increased the number of errors in retelling accuracy, suggesting that listeners jointly integrate both the speech and gestural cues [47] .
Emotional mismatch has also been investigated using the emotional Stroop test. The Stroop test requires that the participant attend to the colors of words rather than the content of the words. In the emotional Stroop (e-Stroop), the words have emotional significance. A slower response to the emotional words compared to neutral words indicate that the emotional content of the words affects performance [48] .
DESCRIPTION OF UMEME DATABASE
The UMEME data set is composed of two distinct types of data: human-produced ("original") and artificially created ("reconstructed") expressions. When discussing the audiovisual emotion displays we will speak of original audiovisual (OAV) clips and reconstructed audio-visual (RAV) clips. The RAV clips are created from the audio-visual information of the OAV clips. In the remainder of this section, we describe the collection of the OAV clips and the creation of the RAV clips.
Original Recording
The OAV clips were recorded from semantically neutral utterances embedded within emotionally charged improvisational scenarios. This collection paradigm results in stimuli with the same lexical content across each of the four emotion classes, which will be instrumental in allowing us to artificially create emotionally mismatched audio-visual displays. The stimuli were generated from 15 semantically neutral sentences: (1) How can I not; (2) I'm quite sure that we will find some way or another; (3) Ella Jorgenson made the pudding; (4) The floor was completely covered; (5) They are just going to go ahead regardless; (6) It has all been scheduled since Wednesday; (7) I am going shopping; (8) A preliminary study shows rats to be more inquisitive than once thought; (9) That's it the meeting is finished; (10) I don't know how she could miss this opportunity; (11) It is raining outside; (12) Your dog is insane; (13) She told me what you did; (14) Your grandmother is on the phone; and (15) Only I joined her in the ceremony.
Each sentence was embedded into four emotional contexts (anger, happiness, neutrality, and sadness). We chose to embed the utterances in improvised scenarios rather than rely upon read speech (data recorded by an individual reading an utterance in different emotions) to enhance the naturalness of the expression (see [21] for a discussion of the naturalness of the utterances). For example, the sentence, "I am going shopping," was used to admonish a roommate who ate all the snacks in the house prior to a party (emotion: anger) and as an expression of celebration following a promotion at work (emotion: happiness). Each utterance was performed in a dyadic interaction with a "scene partner" acting as a friend to whom the actor was recounting his/her experiences. Please see [21] for more detail regarding the OAV recording process.
The OAV clips were recorded from 12 actors (six male, six female) from the School for Arts and Humanities at the University of Texas at Dallas (UT Dallas). Each utterance was recorded in each of the four emotion scenarios, resulting in four OAV clips per utterance. Four of the actors (two male, two female) recorded the first 10 utterance scenarios. The remaining eight actors recorded scenarios associated with all 15 sentences. One female actor's data were not used due to difficulties in post-processing. This resulted in a set of 145 utterances over the 11 speakers with 580 emotional realizations (145 utterances * 4 emotions). Each utterance is associated with a set of four OAV's: angry, happy, neutral, sad.
Creation of McGurk Effect Clips
The RAV clips contain emotionally mismatched audio and video information extracted from the OAV clips. There are 12 RAV clips derived from each set of four OAV clips; one emotion is assigned to the audio channel and another to the video channel ( 4 P 2 ¼ 12). RAV clips are created separately for each actor.
The first step in RAV creation is to find the timing differences between the two OAV files that contribute the audio and video information (Fig. 1) . We first extract the audio and video information from the two OAV clips. This results in four files: two video files ("Original Video", OV ) and two The audio is extracted from the OAV clips (same lexical content, spoken by the same actor). The phoneme boundaries are found using forced alignment and differences in timings are used to provide guidance for the video warping. The audio is combined with the warped video, resulting in the RAV clip.
audio files ("Original Audio", OA). We will use these four components to create two new RAV files. Using the example from Fig. 1 , the RAV set would include: (1) angry audio with happy video and (2) happy audio with angry video. We achieve audio-visual synchronization by warping the video from one OAV file to match the timing of the other OAV file. Thus, when the video from the first and audio from the second are combined, they will appear time synchronized. We identify the differences in timing by using the phoneme-level transcripts from the two extracted OA files. We obtain these transcripts by force aligning the OA clips to their known transcripts using SailAlign [49] , with manual corrections as necessary. SailAlign is a toolkit developed by Katsamanis et al. at the University of Southern California (USC). The system requires a known transcript. It then uses Hidden Markov Models to identify the timing boundaries that best fit the associated wave file given the known transcript. The output is a set of hypothesized wordand phoneme-level boundaries. However, the output of the system cannot directly be applied to the warping process due to allowable differences in pronunciations that result in slightly different phoneme-level transcripts. This occurs even when the lexical content and speaker are fixed (only the emotion changes). We align the phoneme-level output using NIST's SClite scoring tool [50] , which takes two transcripts as input and finds the best alignment between them using dynamic programming. The goal is to identify areas of match and mismatch. We then use a heuristic approach to create associations between the phonemes in each emotion and use this alignment information to identify the OA timing differences that will be used to produce a series of video warping instructions.
The second step is to warp the OV files ( Fig. 1) , resulting in warped video files ( c OV ). We use video warping, rather than audio warping, because our initial experiments demonstrated that this style of warping was less susceptible to perceptual artifacts. We present the perceptual effects of video warping in Section 5.3. We create the initial warped video file by extracting the video frames from the original video clip and up sampling. We adjust the timing of the c OV clip by adding and dropping frames in accordance with the phoneme-level timing differences observed between the two OA clips in step one. Continuing our example, consider the OA and OV files extracted from the angry and happy OAV files (goal: the creation of an RAV with angry audio and happy video). For clarity, we will add the subscripts angry and happy. For each phoneme in OA angry we take one of three actions: (1) if the phoneme duration of OA happy is the same, the video information for c OV happy is not changed; (2) if the phoneme duration for OA angry < OA happy , video frames are deleted from c OV happy ; and (3) if the phoneme duration for OA angry > OA happy , video frames are added to c OV happy . We distributed the added or removed video frames evenly over the duration of the OV phoneme. For example, if three video frames must be added to a phoneme that is 16 video frames in length, then the first extra video frame (a copy of the previous frame) is inserted at position 4, the second at position 8, and the third at position 12. Initial black frames are added to the RAV clip if the OA clip contains longer initial silence than the OV clip. Once this process has terminated, the warped video file, c OV happy , has the same phoneme-level durations as OA angry . The two files are combined to create the new audio-visual synchronized RAV . This process is repeated over all OAV clips for a total of 1,740 RAV files (145 utterances * 12 mismatch conditions), see Fig. 1 . The initial data set contained the 1,740 RAV files, the 1,740 warped video files, the 580 audio files, 580 video files, and 580 OAV files for a total of 5,220 files.
EVALUATION
We conducted evaluations of the UMEME data in two stages: (1) to identify the RAV stimuli with perceptual artifacts and (2) to label the emotion content of all clips without perceptual artifacts. The evaluations were conducted on Amazon's Mechanical Turk [22] ("MTurk"). MTurk, and crowd sourcing platforms more generally, have seen increasing use in the fields of emotion modeling [20] , [21] , [36] , [51] , [52] , sentiment analysis [53] , analysis of social behavior [54] , transcription [55] , [56] , perceptual evaluation [57] , [58] , and assistive technology for the blind [59] . These platforms allow for the rapid collection of many evaluations from a large disparate user population [60] .
There were a total of 135 unique evaluators for the perceptual artifact evaluation task and 426 for the emotion evaluation task. There were 20 evaluators who performed both tasks. The evaluators who participated in both evaluations contributed 2,398 evaluations out of the 43,744 non-rejected emotion evaluations (5.48 percent of the total emotion evaluations).
Perceptual Artifact Evaluation
The full set of 5,220 clips was manually reduced to remove clips that had clear perceptual artifacts. This resulted in 4,390 stimuli (1,325 RAV , 1,325 warped video-only, and 580 OAV , OA, OV ). We then conducted the first MTurk study to identify additional RAV clips containing perceptual artifacts after the video warping. There were a total of 135 unique evaluators. Evaluators could participate in an unlimited number of evaluations and the clips to evaluate were assigned randomly. The mean number of clips evaluated by each evaluator was 42.13 with standard deviation 70.57. The median number of evaluations was 15.
Each evaluator was asked to assess the synchronization on a five-point Likert scale (1 ¼ very poor to 5 ¼ perfect), naturalness on a five-point Likert scale (1 ¼ very poor to 5 ¼ perfect), and smoothness on a binary scale (1 ¼ disconnected to 2 ¼ smooth). Three evaluators rated each stimulus. The ratings in each dimension were summed (e.g., if three evaluators noted that the clip was smooth, the rating was a six). Utterances with a synchronization score less than 8 and a smoothness score less than 6 were eliminated. This resulted in 3,704 clips (990 RAV , 990 warped videoonly ( c OV ), and 580 OAV , OA, and 564 OV ).
Emotion Evaluation
The purpose of the second MTurk study was to assess the emotion content of the clips remaining after the first MTurk study. The set of clips included: RAV , OAV , OA, OV , c OV .
The evaluators were asked to assess the emotion using the valence (negative versus positive), activation (calm versus excited), and dominance (passive versus dominant) dimensions using Likert scales from one to nine. Each position was associated with a Self Assessment Manikin (SAM, Fig. 2 ) [61] , a powerful approach to describe emotions using iconic images. SAMs provide interpretations of the emotional dimensions without assigning linguistic terms (e.g., anger, sadness) and have been used successfully in the evaluation of different emotional corpora [62] , [63] . Their use has been shown to improve the reliability and interevaluator agreement of the evaluations [64] . The evaluators also assessed the primary emotion of the clip from the set: angry, happy, neutral, sad, and other and an unlimited number of secondary emotions from the set: accepting, angry, annoyed, anticipating, disgusted, embarrassed, excited, fearful, happy, nervous, neutral, pitying, regretful, relaxed, sad, surprised, other, and none. They rerated the synchrony of the clips by answering a binary question (yes/ no). Finally, the evaluators were asked to identify the stimulus type from the set: audio, video, or audio-visual. If an evaluator answered this question incorrectly, the evaluation was rejected. If an evaluator answered three stimulus type questions incorrectly in a row, the evaluator was rejected. There were a total of 426 non-rejected unique evaluators and 44,128 evaluations. Only 384 evaluations were rejected. The evaluation was structured to enable analyses of userspecific emotion perception patterns and changes in these patterns over time. In an evaluation session, an evaluator was assigned a set of 60 stimuli (they could quit after evaluating 30 stimuli, the mean number of evaluations was 55.10 AE 10.76 per session). The software occasionally assigned users more than 60 stimuli if the evaluators refreshed the page before it finished loading. This occurred in 8.68 percent of the recorded sessions (68 out of 783 total sessions over all evaluators). Each evaluator was allowed to participate once per day. The evaluators could participate in multiple sessions with the requirement that the sessions be separated by at least 24-hours (the mean of the total number of evaluations per evaluator was 103.59 AE 78.00).
The set of 60 stimuli included two components: (1) a "family" of clips and (2) randomly chosen clips from the remaining set of stimuli. A clip family is defined for all pairs of utterances and actors (e.g., sentence 5 spoken by female 1). It includes all possible combinations of audio information and video information (four OAV , 12 RAV , four OA, four OV , and 12 c OV ) for a maximal set size of 36 stimuli. There exist certain families with less than 36 clips after the first MTurk experiment; the average family size is 25.54 AE 7.13 clips. There are 11 families with 36 clips (maximal families) and one family with only eight clips (minimal family). The presentation order of the 60 clips was randomized.
The challenge with an evaluation task is to separate differences in the opinions of individual evaluators from evaluation noise. In this experiment, we use weighted kappa to identify evaluators whose evaluations are likely noise given the evaluations of other individuals. We have used this measure in our prior work [20] . It is important to note that we do not perform evaluator normalization in this paper. For each evaluator, we count the number of times the evaluator agrees with the dimensional assessment for valence, activation, and dominance of all evaluators who observed the same stimuli. We penalize off diagonal terms in proportion to their distance from the diagonal. For example, if one evaluator noted a valence of 5 and another evaluator noted a valence of 9, this difference would be penalized more heavily than one evaluation of 5 and another of 6. The penalty for the difference between the judgment of any two evaluators (defined as eval i and eval j ) was defined as: 2 jeval i Àeval j j . We calculate the average weighted kappa for each evaluator and drop all evaluators with an average weighted kappa in the lowest 10th percentile. This reduced our evaluator population to 383 evaluators. We further smooth the evaluation of each dimension (valence, activation, and dominance separately) by removing the two highest and lowest ratings for each utterance. This allows us to smooth out noisy evaluations when the noise is not systematic for a given evaluator. For example, a given person may not be paying attention during a single evaluation or may confuse the scales for a single evaluation. If this process resulted in zero evaluations for a given clip, only the top and bottom evaluations were dropped. This results in 6.64 AE 2.18 evaluations per utterance (from an original 11.91 AE 2.13 evaluations per utterance). The reduction in the standard deviation of evaluations can be seen in Table 1 , which describes the effect of each component of the evaluator smoothing. 'None' refers to retaining the full set of evaluations, 'K' (kappa) refers to smoothing achieved by rejecting the lower 10th percentile of evaluators, and 'S' (sort) refers to smoothing by rejecting the upper and lower evaluations. 'KS' refers to both kappa and sort smoothing. The entries include the mean and standard deviation of the standard deviations associated with each utterance. KS stands for Kappa and Sort. Sort refers to dropping the highest and lowest evaluations. The top half describes the standard deviation for all clips, the bottom half uses KS and describes the standard deviation for each data type.
CATEGORICAL EMOTION PERCEPTION
In this section, we examine the categorical labels assigned to the UMEME stimuli. The results of this analysis will provide insight into how evaluators make assessments of categorical emotion in the presence of emotionally consistent information. The label of a stimulus is the emotion assigned by a majority of the individual evaluators. The labels include: angry ('ang'), happy ('hap'), neutral ('neu'), and sad ('sad'). Evaluators occasionally used the label other ('oth') for the assignment of OA (2.93 percent), OV (2.66 percent), c OV (3.03 percent), OAV (3.10 percent) and RAV (6.26 percent) stimuli. Stimuli without a majority voted label are assigned to class 'xxx.'
Original Audio-Visual (OAV)
The OAV clips can the thought of as having two separate labels: (1) the actor targets and (2) the evaluator assessments. The actor targets were assigned by the scenario description and the evaluations were assigned using a majority vote over the primary labels from the MTurk evaluations. In a perfect world, the actor targets and evaluator assessments would match, indicating that the emotions that the actors intended to produce were perceived by the evaluator population. However, many studies have identified the mismatch that exists between actor target and evaluator perception (for example, see [65] ). We found that the perception of the evaluators agreed with the target 71.21 percent of the time. See Table 2 for emotion-specific details.
Unimodal Expression
In this section, we assess how the perception of categorical emotion differs when the presentation is unimodal, instead of multimodal. It is expected that the perception of the evaluators will agree less strongly with the actor target in the unimodal presentation scenario because the evaluators will have access only to a subset of the emotional modulations produced by the actors. Emotion classification literature provides evidence that audio reliably conveys activation information and video reliably conveys valence information [66] . Consequently, when presented with a subset of the audio-visual information it is expected that confusion will arise between emotions characterized by similar valence or activation.
The results demonstrate that the confusion between actor target and human evaluation increases when only audio information (48.28 percent agreement) or only video information (68.44 percent agreement) is presented to the evaluator population. During audio-only presentations, there is increased confusion between actor targets of happiness and evaluator perception of anger (the reverse is not true, Table 2 ). This confusion is between emotions with similar activation (both are active), but different valence (one is negative, the other positive). As expected, it is difficult to differentiate between valence using only the audio modality [67] . There is also an increased confusion between all emotions and neutrality compared to the OAV presentations (Table 2) . Neutrality is differentiated from the other emotions across activation (anger and happiness) and valence (sadness). Consequently, the sadness-neutrality confusion is expected. However, the anger-neutrality and happinessneutrality confusion suggests that video information, in addition to audio information, is needed to separate these emotions. In fact, the results demonstrate that given video information, the confusion between happiness and neutrality decreases to 8 percent, suggesting that video information is sufficient to differentiate between these classes of emotion. However, the confusion between anger and neutrality remains high (29.58 percent) suggesting that both audio and video information are needed to make this assessment.
Unimodal Warped Video Expression
During the construction of the RAV stimuli we add and drop frames from the video signal to match the timing of the audio signal. However, different emotions generally exhibit different durational characteristics [68] . Perception studies have investigated the relationship between changes in the timing of emotional speech and perception (e.g., speech synthesis studies [69] ). In this section, we investigate how video warping changes the perception of categorical emotion.
In general, the perception of the warped emotion is similar to that of the unwarped emotion. In 79.74 percent of OV stimuli perceived as angry, happy, neutral, and sad, the associated c OV stimuli have the same evaluated emotion label after warping. The greatest change in perception occurs after warping sad expressions, which become confused with anger, neutrality, or become ambiguous ("xxx"). Angry utterances become confused with neutrality. Neutral expressions become more generally confused after warping (Table 3) . The class 'xxx' represents no majority agreement. The diagonal entries are the clips for which warping did not change the perceived emotion. Note that label 'xxx' refers to a lack of majority vote agreement.
We hypothesize that the effect of the video warping procedure depends on the degree of emotional subtlety in the clip, positing that emotionally subtle expressions will be more greatly affected by the warping compared to more stereotypical expressions of emotion. We characterize emotional subtlety using the disagreement between actor target and evaluator assessment, reasoning that clips whose evaluations agree with the actor targets are less subtle than clips whose evaluations disagree with the actor targets. We refer to these clips as "agreement" and "disagreement" clips, respectively. We find that the video warping changes the perception of the disagreement clips more often than that of the agreement clips for the emotions of happiness, neutrality, and sadness (observe differences between the diagonals for the agreement and disagreement clips in Table 4 ). In the agreement stimuli, 85.41 percent of the c OV stimuli are perceived as having the same label as the OV stimuli. If we only consider OV and c OV stimuli labeled as angry, happy, neutral, or sad, this percentage increases to 91.61 percent. In the disagreement stimuli, only 53.02 percent of the c OV stimuli are perceived as having the same label as the OV stimuli. If we only consider c OV stimuli labeled as angry, happy, neutral, or sad this percentage increases to 83.08 percent. This suggests that subtle variations in phoneme-level timing has a larger effect on the perception of emotion in subtle displays, compared to less subtle displays.
Reconstructed Audio-Visual (RAV)
RAV categorical perception allows us to understand how emotional assessments are made given multimodal cues that contain conflicting information. These results will be further extended in Section 6 to understand how the dimensional assessments of the RAV stimuli change from the original audio-only, video-only, and audio-visual clips. The evaluators assigned clips to the classes of anger (24.85 percent), happiness (19.39 percent), neutrality (40.61 percent), sadness (8.89 percent), and other (6.26 percent). This suggests that evaluators tended to assign labels of neutrality in the presence of emotional "noise." This may also relate to the large percentage of OA clips labeled neutral.
We note that the effects of the audio (OA) and visual ( c OV ) stimuli depend on the emotional content of each stimulus source. When the audio stimuli contain anger, happiness, neutrality, or sadness, the RAV clips are perceived as having the same emotion content 48; 8; 50; and 33 percent of the time, respectively (Fig. 3) . However, when the video stimuli contain the same emotion content, the RAV clips are perceived as having the same content 40; 76; 72; and 36 percent of the time, respectively (Fig. 3) . These results suggest that the audio and video content bias the perception of categorical emotion differently depending on emotion class. Video biases happy and neutral evaluations most strongly (in terms of categorical judgment, dimensional judgment is explored in Section 6). Sad video most weakly biases perception towards the class of sadness. The results suggest that angry video may have a weaker effect on perception compared to angry audio. Interestingly, happy audio most weakly biases RAV perception towards the class of happiness (just 8 percent of the time).
DIMENSIONAL PERCEPTION
Categorical evaluation provides important insight into how audio and video information are integrated during the emotion perception process. However, the discrete nature of the perceptual judgments makes it challenging to understand the interplay between audio and video information at a finer level. In this section, we discuss the dimensional perception associated with our stimuli set, describing how attributions of valence, activation, and dominance (VAD) change as the emotion content expressed across the face and voice change. We first describe the VAD perception of the original stimuli (OAV , OA, OV ), we explore the effect of warping on VAD perception ( c OV ), and finally investigate how changes in unimodal VAD affect the perception of RAV VAD. We focus only on the stimuli labeled as angry, happy, neutral, and sad, due to the paucity of data labeled other.
The dimensional perceptual evaluations have two important characteristics: the presentation type (e.g., OV ) and the emotion class (e.g., angry). We conducted a two-way ANOVA to understand the impact of these characteristics on dimensional perception. We assert significance when p < 0:01 both for this analysis and all following analyses in this section. In the valence dimension, we find a significant main effect only for emotion class and a significant interaction between emotion class and presentation type. In the activation and dominance dimensions, we see that both main effects are significant and that the interaction effect is significant (Table 5 ). This suggests that in the activation and dominance dimensions the perceptions of the discrete classes and the presentation types are well separated. We observe significant interaction effects in all three dimensions. In the remainder of this section we explore the perpetual patterns associated with each of the presentation types.
Original Audio Visual
Previous research has demonstrated that anger and sadness are characterized by low valence, neutrality by medium valence, and happiness by high valence. Anger and happiness are characterized by high activation, neutrality by medium activation, and sadness by low activation [20] . The perceptual results of the current stimuli agree with previous findings (Fig. 4) . As seen in previous studies, the dimensions of activation and dominance are highly correlated (0.80) and specifically for the emotions of anger, neutrality, and sadness (0.80, 0.83, and 0.81, respectively). Activation and dominance are moderately correlated for happiness (0.68). All graphs will be shown in the valenceactivation space. We investigate how the emotion classes are differentiated across each dimension. We use a one-way ANOVA, testing the effect of emotion class on valence, activation, or dominance perception. In each of the three dimensions we find a significant effect (valence: F(3, 520) ¼ 866.58, p % 0; activation: F(3, 520) ¼ 253.97, p % 0; dominance: F(3, 520) ¼ 230.87, p % 0). We use a multiple comparisons test to assess the pairwise differences between emotion classes to understand if the pairs of emotion classes are differentiated in the valence, activation, or dominance dimensions (again asserting significance if p < 0:01). In the valence dimension, all pairs of emotions have significantly different group means excepting anger and sadness. In the activation and dominance dimensions, all emotion pairs have significantly different group means. This suggests that the dimensional perceptions associated with the discrete classes are well separated.
Unimodal
We repeat the ANOVA analysis discussed on the OAV data on the OA data and find evidence for an effect of emotion class on dimensional perception (valence: F(3, 520) ¼ 392.42, p % 0; activation: F(3, 520) ¼ 253.35, p % 0; dominance: F(3, 520) ¼ 224.57, p % 0). We perform a multiple comparisons test to compare the VAD ratings of pairs of emotion classes. We find that in the valence dimension, all emotions have statistically significantly different group means excepting anger and sadness. In the activation dimension, the emotions of anger and happiness and of neutrality and sadness are not differentiated. In the dominance dimension, all pairs of emotions have statistically significantly different group means.
We continue with the OV stimuli. ANOVA analyses demonstrate an effect of emotion class for each VAD dimension (valence: F(3, 520) ¼ 884.02, p % 0; activation: F(3, 520) ¼ 206.06, p % 0; dominance: F(3, 520) ¼ 166.67, p % 0). We used multiple comparisons to investigate differences in the emotion-specific VAD distributions. In the valence dimension, all pairs of emotions had statistically significantly different group means excepting anger and sadness. In the activation dimension, all pairs had significantly different group means excepting neutrality and sadness. In the dominance dimension, all pairs of emotions had statistically significantly different group means excepting neutrality and sadness.
ANOVA analyses on the c OV data also demonstrate an effect of emotion class for each VAD dimension (valence: F (3, 881) ¼ 1,332.57, p % 0; activation: F(3, 881) ¼ 403.17, p % 0; dominance: F(3, 881) ¼ 342.69, p % 0). In the valence dimension, all pairs of emotions have statistically significantly different group means excepting anger and sadness. In the activation dimension, the perception of all pairs of emotions differs excepting neutrality and sadness. In the dominance dimension, all differed significantly excepting neutrality and sadness. The results suggest that the warping did not strongly affect the relative distribution of emotion classes in the valence, activation, or dominance spaces.
We continue our investigation into the effect of warping on emotion perception using a two-way ANOVA, testing the main effects of emotion category and presentation type (i.e., OV versus c OV ) on valence, activation, or dominance perception. In this analysis, the emotion labels of the c OV stimuli are the labels of the OV stimuli from which the c OV stimuli were derived (this contrasts with the previous analysis of c OV stimuli). This allows us to specifically investigate the effect of warping. We only consider c OV stimuli evaluated as angry, happy, neutral, or sad and derived from OV stimuli also evaluated as angry, happy, neutral, or sad (821 out of 990 stimuli). The results demonstrate that there is a main effect of emotion category (F(3, 1,335) ¼ 1,748 .71, p % 0), but no main effect of presentation type in the valence dimension (F (1, 1,335 ) ¼ 2.16, p ¼ 0:14) or interaction effect (F(3, 1,335 ) ¼ 2.38, p ¼ 0:068). In the activation dimension, we observe a significant main effect for emotion category (F(3, 1,335) ¼ 490.73, p % 0), but not for presentation type (F(1, 1,335 ) ¼ 6.5, p ¼ 0:0109)) or for an interaction effect (F(3, 1,335 ) ¼ 1.76, p ¼ 0:15). In the dominance dimension, we observe a significant effect for emotion category (F(3, 1,335) ¼ 393.09, p % 0), a borderline significant effect for presentation type (F(1,  1,335 ) ¼ 6.09, p ¼ 0:014) and no significant interaction effect The valence, activation, and dominance perception of the unimodal stimuli (OA, OV , and c OV ) can be seen in Table 6 . We use the dimensional evaluations to understand how perception changes given unimodal or multimodal stimuli. Fig. 4 presents a graphical depiction for how emotion perception changes from OA (left) to OV (right) to OAV (center). The points in the figure represent the valenceactivation perception associated with each utterance, where the value is calculated as the average over the set of evaluators retained after smoothing (see Section 4.2). The figure demonstrates that the video modality is associated with greater separation between happiness and the other four emotion classes. The audio modality is associated with greater activation separation.
RAV Stimuli
RAV clips provide an opportunity to understand how individuals integrate audio-visual information when there is emotional complexity introduced by audio-visual emotional mismatch. Each subplot of Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate how perception is affected when the audio emotion (Fig. 5 ) or video emotion (Fig. 6) is held constant. In each subplot of Fig. 5 , all utterances (points) have the audio emotion specified in the title. For example, the plot in the upper left corner depicts the audio-visual perception of clips with the audio emotion fixed as angry and video emotions of angry (blue), happy (red), neutral (cyan), and sad (green). The results demonstrate that the perception of the RAV combinations become more negative and more activated than the happy, neutral, and sad OAV counterparts (Fig. 4) . However, the figure also hints that the impact of the audio and video information on perception depends on the emotion present in each of the two channels. For example, the effect of happy audio (Fig. 5, upper right corner) is weaker than happy video (Fig. 6, upper right corner) . The figures demonstrate that when happiness is on the video channel, the RAV perception is generally more positively valenced and more highly activated than the OAV perceptions (for OAV angry, neutral, and sad).
The biasing effects of the audio and video information can be seen in greater detail by observing how the means of each perceptual cluster (e.g., black centers in Figs. 5 and 6) change from the perceptual cluster centers in the OA and c OV presentations. Table 7 demonstrates how OAV and RAV perception differ from the perception of the unimodal perception across the dimensions of valence, activation, and dominance. Entries in blue have matched audio and video emotion content (OAV ). It is important to note that this set of stimuli does not include the RAV stimuli for which evaluators disagreed with the actor targets and noted that both the audio and video components had the same emotion label. Entries in black have mismatched emotion content (RAV ). A down arrow (#) indicates that the dimensional perception is statistically significantly lower than the unimodal perception, while the up arrow (") indicates that the perception is statistically significantly higher. The equal sign (=) indicates that the means are not statistically significantly different (two-sample t-test, significance is asserted at p < 0:01). The results demonstrate that when anger is present in the audio, the perception of the stimuli is statistically significantly more negative than any of the unimodal c OV perceptions excepting anger and sadness, where it is statistically unchanged. Additionally, the activation and The emotion labels of the c OV stimuli are the labels of the associated OV stimuli prior to warping, to understand the effect of warping on VAD perception. dominance values are statistically significantly higher. When happiness is present on the audio channel, the resulting perception is statistically significantly more positive compared to when any video emotion is present (excepting happy video). The activation and dominance perception is significantly higher for all combinations excepting when angry is present in the video (anger is a high activation, high dominance emotion). RAV clips with sad audio are perceived significantly more negatively in all conditions excepting when angry video is present (anger is a low valence emotion). The activation and dominance perception are either significantly decreased or statistically unchanged.
When happiness is present on the video channel, we see a consistent significant (large) increase in the perceived valence of the RAV clips as compared to the valence perception of the OA clips. The perceived activation also increases compared to the OA stimuli in all cases excepting when happiness is also present on the audio channel, although the increase is in general smaller than the increase in valence (excepting in the presence of neutral audio). This may be due to the fact that happiness is primarily differentiated from the other emotions based on valence or that video contains more valence information. The results demonstrate that when anger is present on the video channel, we see a significant decrease in valence perception for RAV clips with happy or neutral audio. When sadness is present on the video channel, we see a significant decrease in the perception of valence for clips with happiness, neutrality, or sadness on the audio channel. The trends in activation perception suggest that the combination of low activation video emotions with high activation audio emotions result in a statistically significant increase in activation perception (compared to OA stimuli), and vise versa. The trends in dominance perception suggest that the combination of a low dominance video and high dominance audio result in a statistically significant increase in dominance perception.
MODELS OF AUDIO-VISUAL PERCEPTION
The results presented thus far have demonstrated that both audio and video shape the perception of emotion. This section will describe the nature of the relationship between the audio and video unimodal valence, activation, and dominance perception and the corresponding perception of multimodal stimuli. In this section, we will use all audio-visual clips, independent of categorical emotion label (the labels of 'xxx' and other are merged).
We introduce three models to test the relationship between unimodal and multimodal perception (see the overview in Table 8 ). Model 1. In our initial experiment, we posit that audio-visual dimensional perception can be estimated given knowledge of the unimodal categorical emotion content (e.g., predict audio-visual valence given anger in the audio channel and sadness in the video channel). Model 2. In our second experiment, we posit that audiovisual dimensional perception can be more accurately modeled given unimodal dimensional perception (e.g., predict audio-visual valence given a video valence of 5 and an audio valence of 3). Model 3. Finally, in our last model, we posit that models containing both sources of information will be more correlated with reported audio-visual dimensional perception, hypothesizing that the interaction between the audio and video channels depends both on the content present in each channel and the dimensional perception associated with each channel. In all cases, we model the OAV and RAV stimuli using stepwise linear regression models trained using leave-one-subject-out cross-validation The OAV stimuli are in blue (they do not include RAV stimuli whose audio and video were evaluated with the same emotion content). " represents a statistically significant increase, # represents a statistically significant decrease, and = represents no statistical difference (two sample t-test, significance at p < 0:01).
(disjoint set of training and testing speakers, 11 folds). Ttests are performed on each term (e.g., valence perception of OV ) and terms are entered into the model when p < 0:05 and removed from the model when p > 0:1. All models contain interaction terms if the p-values of those interaction terms suggest statistical significance. The models are implemented using stepwiselm in Matlab.
In our first experiment, we test the ability of Model 1 to predict audio-visual dimensional perception. The results demonstrate that valence can be most accurately modeled in this manner ( Table 9 ). The adjusted R 2 associated with the valence regression models range from 0.62 for the prediction of RAV to 0.75 for OAV . Interestingly, the R 2 for the combined data set (OAV [ RAV ¼ AV ) was only 0.67. This may suggest that the patterns of audio-visual integration for OAV and RAV are different. It may also be observed because the emotional content of the RAV stimuli is evaluated less consistently than the OAV stimuli and would, consequently, be harder to model ( Table 1 ). The R 2 for the activation and dominance are lower, and exhibit the same trends (highest R 2 for OAV > AV > RAV ). In our second experiment, we test Model 2. Models with high R 2 values suggest that there are consistent patterns that explain how evaluators integrate unimodal emotional cues (as captured by the unimodal dimensional assessments). The results demonstrate that the models based on dimensional perception are more strongly correlated with RAV , OAV , and AV perception (Table 9 ) than the models using knowledge of categorical emotion content. This finding should be expected as the dimensional perception associated with the OA and OV / c OV clips (i.e., OV clips for the OAV stimuli or c OV for the RAV stimuli) provide a greater granularity of description than do the discrete labels of the first model.
In our final experiment, we test Model 3. The results demonstrate that the R 2 associated with the valence, activation, and dominance models all improve compared to either the VAD-only or emotion content-only models (Table 9 ). This suggests that the emotion class, in addition to the dimensional perception of that class, may influence how evaluators integrate audio-visual information.
The results of the three modeling experiments demonstrate that there are consistent patterns underlying the emotion perception of our evaluator population. We highlight Model 2, which predicts multimodal perception from unimodal perception (e.g., how RAV activation perception can be predicted from unimodal OA and OV / c OV activation perception). We investigate the learned model to understand the implications to audio-visual emotion perception. In our investigation, the absence of an interaction term would suggest that multimodal perception could be explained as merely additive, while the presence of an interaction term would provide evidence for cross-modal perceptual integration. We hypothesize that the OAV stimuli, which contain redundant information across the modalities, can be explained using a simple additive model absent interaction terms, while the RAV stimuli, which contain supplementary information due to the emotional mismatch, will be explained by models with interaction terms. We found that over the 11 cross-validation folds, there were no interaction terms selected in the OAV models for any of the dimensions. This suggests that our stimuli with emotionally matched content do not highlight the underlying interaction between the audio and video modalities. However, in all 11 folds, the RAV activation and dominance models contain interaction terms, suggesting that the RAV stimuli highlight cross-modal interaction patterns. It is important to note that the interaction term, while statistically significant at p ( 0:001 in all cases, is very small (average value of -0.064 AE 0.0045 for activation and -0.050 AE 0.0086 for dominance). The interaction term was selected in only one of the 11 cross-validation folds in the valence model.
The presence of only a small interaction term suggests that models of OAV VAD perception may be used to estimate RAV VAD perception and vise versa. If this can be accomplished without incurring large errors it would suggest similar integration processes. This in turn would support the use of RAV stimuli in perception experiments. We assess this question using two different types of training: training and testing on the same data (e.g., train and test on OAV , "agree") or training and testing on different data (e.g., train on OAV and test on RAV , "disagree") using Model M 2 ( Table 8 ). The results demonstrate that the mean square error associated with the agree and disagree training/testing paradigms are similar (Table 10) . We run an ANOVA analysis to understand the main effects of dimension and training/testing paradigm and the associated interaction effect. ANOVA demonstrates a significant effect of dimension (F(2, 120) ¼ 61.14, p % 0) and a non-significant main effect for training paradigm and a non-significant interaction term (F(3, 120) The model is built using unimodal dimensional perception. is linked to multimodal perception (low error for training and testing on the same data, Table 10 ), but that the patterns through which unimodal and multimodal perception are integrated are similar for RAV and OAV stimuli. A multiple comparisons test demonstrates that the error associated with valence prediction is statistically significantly lower than that of either activation prediction or dominance prediction. This suggests that valence rating can be more accurately estimated given unimodal information than either activation or dominance ratings.
DISCUSSION
Human emotion perception is inherently multimodal; when making assessments of emotion, human evaluators attune to emotional cues presented over multiple channels. These cues contain different information and evaluators must integrate this information to arrive at a cohesive narrative of emotional content even when the information on the two channels would not occur naturally in the environment. In this work, we investigated the interplay between audio and video emotion cues to understand how such cues are integrated during the emotion perception process. We found that there are patterns underlying the integration of the audio and video cues and that these patterns can even be used to explain perception patterns for stimuli that are not naturally occurring. Conventionally, OAV -style stimuli are used for emotion perception experiments (e.g., [70] , [71] ). These data are incredibly important for emotion classification experiments as they provide clear audio-visual emotion content, critical for basic research in emotion expression. However, the challenge with such stimuli is that the cross-modal redundancy may obfuscate the complex interaction patterns that are a part of the emotion perception process. Our results demonstrate that complex interaction between modalities (beyond simple additive interaction) did not occur in OAV stimuli and occurred only in the activation and dominance perception associated with RAV stimuli. This result suggests that emotionally "noisy" stimuli offer an opportunity to gain insight into emotion perception that is not available when considering emotionally clear stimuli.
The RAV stimuli creation is motivated by the McGurk effect phenomenon, in which the presentation of conflicting audio-visual phonetic information results in the perception of a third distinct phoneme. The results in this paper have not found support for the literal existence of such a phenomenon for emotion. It is not clear that the presentation of two distinct categorical emotions over the facial and vocal channel result in a third distinct emotion. However, the results do show that the dimensional perception of emotionally mismatched audio-visual emotions is different from either the unimodal or emotionally matched stimuli. This suggests that the emotional McGurk effect phenomenon may be better described in terms of its effects on dimensional, rather than categorical, perception.
The dimensional evaluations of the RAV stimuli provide evidence for the complexity of the stimuli. The standard deviations of the evaluations associated with the RAV stimuli (Table 1 ) are higher than those of the OAV stimuli across the three dimensions. This may suggest that the RAV stimuli were more challenging to evaluate than the OAV stimuli. This may occur because no modality dominated the perception of the evaluators and, as a result, the evaluations were more varied. The varied impact of the modalities can be observed in terms of how evaluators assigned discrete labels to the RAV stimuli. For example, the presentation of anger across either the video or the audio modality only biased the perception of the evaluators to the class of anger in approximately 48 and 40 percent of the stimuli, respectively (Fig. 3) , suggesting that neither auditory nor visual displays of anger consistently biased perception. We hypothesize that in clips where neither of the modalities dominates the emotion perception of the evaluators, the resulting audio-visual perception may correspond to a different emotion, with associated differences in the individual activation, valence and dominance values (Table 7) , which would highlight the potential for an emotional McGurk-type effect.
We modeled the hypothesized dimensional McGurk effect using regression models that fit and predicted the link between unimodal (OA and OV ) perception and multimodal dimensional perception. The results demonstrated that we could make this prediction with low error. This suggests that there are consistent patterns that describe how individuals are integrating emotional information presented on either the audio or the video channels. Further, we demonstrated that we could estimate RAV perception using models trained on OAV perception and vise versa without incurring large error penalties. This result suggests that we can use RAV stimuli, in addition to the more common OAV stimuli, to study human emotion perception because the link between unimodal and multimodal perception follows similar trends. This is important because it suggests that we can use RAV stimuli to better understand audio-visual feature reliance, investigations that are more challenging in OAV stimuli given the inherent cross-modal correlations. In fact, the RAV stimuli highlighted a small interaction between unimodal perception (OA and c OV ) and multimodal perception that was not seen in the OAV stimuli, again highlighting the potential of a dimensional McGurk-type effect. Our future research will further explore the nature of this emotional McGurk-type effect observed on dimensional descriptors.
The similarity of the results of the matched and mismatched modeling scenarios suggests that individuals integrate the audio-visual affective messages in a similar manner, independent of emotional congruence. However, this does not necessarily suggest that individuals are also using the multimodal cues in the same manner in the two conditions. Prior work has suggested that listeners focus their attention on salient cues [72] , [73] . The results suggest that an emotional attribution of happiness is strongly affected by the presence of happy video information. This suggests that cues such as smiles may be salient and may provide an explanation for why happy video information overpowers affective cues on other modalities. Additional research is needed to understand the causal link between features hypothesized as salient and resulting emotion perception, particularly research in the prediction of perception from multimodal cues and the analysis by synthesis methodologies.
One of the potential critiques associated with the stimuli creation used in this paper relates to our method for audiovisual time synchronization, which we achieve via video warping. The challenge is that timing affects emotion perception. For example, if we consider neutrality as having moderate vocalic durations, anger can be characterized by relatively rapid vocalic duration and sadness by relatively slow vocalic duration. Consequently, our method of warping the video by adding and dropping video frames has the potential to alter the perception of the emotional content associated with the video because it changes the durational information. We observe that for emotionally clear OV information, the warping process does not have a strong effect on categorical perception; after warping, 91.61 percent of the emotionally clear OV stimuli originally perceived as anger, happiness, neutrality, or sadness, are perceived as having the same emotion after warping (for c OV stimuli also rated with a primary label from this subset of emotions). This contrasts with 83.08 percent of emotionally subtle OV stimuli, suggesting that the effect of video warping depends on the level of subtly present in the original display. Our ANOVA analysis demonstrates that warping does not significantly affect dimensional VAD perception associated with the categorical emotions. It is important to note that even given affective change introduced by warping, it is still possible to investigate multimodal perceptual integration by leveraging the known categorical and dimensional evaluations associated with the OV and c OV stimuli. It is this focus on ratings that allows for a detailed understanding of perception change.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented the UMEME data set, a resource for studying emotion perception. The results demonstrate that there are consistent patterns underlying audio-visual emotion perception, even given emotionally mismatched stimuli. This suggests that this style of stimuli can provide insight into emotion perception and provide tools to better understand how audio and video information are integrated during perception.
The patterns that underlie emotion perception are described at a high-level in this paper as we investigated the interaction patterns between unimodal and multimodal perception. However, there remain many open questions relating how the features embedded within the audio and visual information interact cross-modally and over time. Our future work will investigate this audio-visual modeling to uncover the audio-visual feature cues that affect multimodal emotion perception. Finally, these stimuli represent a new opportunity to understand perception patterns not only in those who have "healthy" emotion perception, but also in those whose emotion perception processes are disordered. We anticipate that the stimuli will be of interest to researchers studying systematic deviations in emotional perception by individuals with disordered perception. These studies can leverage the comprehensive perceptual evaluation of the congruent and conflicting audio-visual stimuli. Furthermore, the corpus can be used as an instrumental tool to assess salient audio-visual features, and their role in perception. We expect that the corpus will be of interest to researchers seeking to understand how emotion modulates speech and facial expressions at the phoneme level, since the database provides spontaneous renditions of the same sentences under different emotional contexts. In our future work, we will broaden the evaluator pool to explore how emotionally mismatched stimuli can lead to new insight into the differences in emotion perception.
This data set will be released to the community due to its potential to impact the field of affective computing.
